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Evergreen Garden Care UK (formerly Scotts Miracle-Gro
UK) is the nation’s leading manufacturer of garden care
products, including plant food, compost and pest control.
After successfully completing the 2018 trade catalogue and
various other trade marketing campaigns, WrightObara
was asked to create the 2019 catalogue and its Irish
counterpart. With a print run of 5,000, the trade catalogue
plays a key role in the company’s sales cycle.

Evergreen was impressed by WrightObara’s catalogue
design ideas, geared towards increasing product sales in
to retailers. Under new ownership, Evergreen was keen
to redefine the way the business is portrayed within the
garden care sector.
WrightObara was tasked to create a range of creative
concepts that would revolutionise the visual identity of the
business.

“

Your team presented a range
of styles and formats which
made us think radically
about the way the company
was being presented. Your
enthusiasm for creative
ideas and looking at the
latest trends was infectious
and helped push us to our
limits with a fantastic
result.

“

Jane Hartley, Customer Marketing Manager,
Evergreen Garden Care UK
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What We Discovered
After conducting market research in numerous garden centres, WrightObara discovered
industry-wide challenges, such as trying to target younger generations as older gardening
aficionados die out.
“Our research found that younger generations aren’t as interested in gardening, in the
traditional sense,” says Phil Wright, WrightObara’s Managing Director. “A high proportion of
millennials are renting, still trying to get on the property ladder. The lucky ones that do are likely
to have a pocket handkerchief of a garden unlike the large garden spaces afforded to previous
generations. For the gardening industry to flourish, it requires some significant cultural changes
in the way gardening products are marketed.
“We discovered that within the sector, there was an increasing trend of ‘bringing the outside, in’
with houseplants, indoor gardening and window boxes rising in popularity. We tied this insight
into the current trend of botanical prints to create a visually stunning set of lifestyle images that
showcase the Evergreen products against a printed botanical backdrop.”
WrightObara also discovered small tweaks that would have a big impact on the usability and
effectiveness of the catalogue and, ultimately, on sales.
“A common pain point of the retailers we spoke to was an issue when scanning barcodes,” says
Wright. “Often, when a retailer would scan a barcode they were too close together and would
potentially register the wrong barcode, an issue that the client was completely unaware of.”
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How We Transformed
Evergreen Trade Catalogue
WrightObara began by creating a hierarchy
of products with a focus on best-selling, new
and premium products. “In each section, it was
important to make a feature of best-sellers and
new products to increase sales,” says Claire
Appleby, WrightObara’s senior designer. “Products
would then be ordered from premium through to
budget products, making the catalogue easier to
navigate.”
Key products were given special editorial space,
which included photography, illustration and a
write-up extolling its features and benefits.
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“Trade catalogues can utilise editorials to explain
the features and benefits of a product in more detail,
potentially including positive user reviews,” adds
Appleby. “This also provides an opportunity to present
the products with lifestyle imagery. With Evergreen, we
wanted to target a younger generation without alienating
the traditional audience, so we designed proposals for
the cover and section header pages with a fresh take
on traditional gardening images. These studio shots
featured botanical prints appealing to a younger, ontrend demographic while also featuring images in picture
frames that represented traditional gardening, effectively
targeting both audiences.”
In line with Evergreen Garden Care UK’s rebranding, the
new brand ethos was to ‘inspire you to create your green
oasis’. “We wanted to create a lush, green and vibrant
garden on the cover with a contemporary twist,” says
Jan Obara, WrightObara’s Creative Director. “We took a
traditional garden setting and placed a colossal frame as
the centrepiece, showing a gateway into a secret garden.
This created depth and intrigue whilst evoking the new
brand ethos.”
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As standard, all products had essential information: pack dimensions, quantities on a pallet, Display Unit (DU) availability, as well as
an overview of the product’s features and benefits. Any awards and quality standards (such as ‘Certified Organic’) a product received
were highlighted to increase product trust and drive sales. WrightObara also capitalised on opportunities to cross-sell, with clear
signposting towards products that complimented each other. To further inform and engage retailers, WrightObara encouraged
Evergreen to utilise QR codes linking the physical catalogue to further information and multimedia assets online. “As catalogue
space is limited due to budget constraints, this enables retailers to dig deeper into the products where they can watch videos, read
reviews and find other supplementary information.” says Wright.
“Our research also found that the level of product training garden centres received was patchy. Evergreen wasn’t engaging with their
retailers’ sales staff as much as they could, meaning they were missing an opportunity to increase product knowledge and raise the
level of opportunity to make sales.”
WrightObara and Evergreen are now working towards implementing an online retailer engagement platform, giving retailers and
their sales teams much needed information in a fun, interactive and engaging format. This will improve product knowledge within
garden centre sales teams and keep Evergreen’s brands front-of-mind when dealing with customers on the shop floor.

Improving Usability
For WrightObara, the trade catalogue’s ‘usability’ was key to commercial success. The catalogue was broken down into various
tabbed sections for ease of navigation, such as plant feeding, grass seed and lawn care. A clear index page was included at the
front of the catalogue pointing to each section. “The index page is the most visited page in the catalogue, so don’t forget to feature
a few of your best-sellers,” advises Wright.
To aid retailers in the decision process, WrightObara also created tables highlighting the features of each product and
demonstrating how similar products compared to each other. Clear sales signposting was added throughout the catalogue, making
it easy for the retailer to follow the sales process and place an order. Finally, practicalities had to be considered with regards to the
type of paper and binding. “With the Evergreen trade catalogue, the paper needed to be hard-wearing as the catalogue would be
used in ‘outdoorsey’ garden centres,” says Appleby. “Also, the type of binding can really affect the usability of the catalogue. Spiral
binding allows the catalogue to be laid flat whilst you do something else. If you’ve got a perfect bound catalogue, it’s more of a twohanded operation, which isn’t practical for a sales person whilst also presenting products to retailers.”

“

I am delighted with the
catalogue and feel it has
made a real statement
that can be continued in
years to come. Many of the
assets you have created
can also be applied across
many areas of the company
from new digital assets to
show-stopping POS in store.
Jane Hartley, Customer Marketing Manager,
Evergreen Garden Care UK

“
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RESULTS
The catalogue was a huge success and the
new creative concept has been eagerly
adopted within the business. The botanical
backdrop creative formed the centrepiece
of the Evergreen trade show stand for
Glee 2018 at the NEC in Birmingham. It
received high praise and trade buyers were
keen to implement the concept as visual
merchandising displays within their own retail
environments.
The sales team praised the catalogue as
intuitive, easy-to-use and hugely beneficial to
them in their sales discussions with their trade
customers.
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NEED HELP?
WrightObara has over eight years’ experience
creating sales-driven trade catalogues. If you’d like
to discuss how we can help you produce a B2B
catalogue that is designed to increase orders in to
retailers, call us now on:

020 70 60 2711
No sales pressure. No obligations. No fuss.

